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This paper is concerned with the LotkaVolterra system
E : u* i=ui \ai (t)& :
n
j=1
bij (t) uj+ , t>t0 ; ui (t0)>0
for i=1, ..., n, where ai and bij are continuous real-valued functions of the
real variable t. Each ui in E satisfies an equation of the form u* i=ui,i ,
where ,i (t) is continuous. Hence ui>0 holds trivially on the interval of
existence of u. If ui admits a bound on (t0 , T) independent of T, then u
exists on (t0 , ). The equation is interpreted for t # R by setting t0=&
and replacing the condition u(t0)>0 by u(t1)>0 for some value t1 . Unless
the hypothesis t # R is mentioned explicitly, t>t0 and t0 # R.
We use the notation
a=vector(ai)=a(t), B=matrix(bij)=B(t), u=vector(ui)=u(t).
The letters c, d, d denote positive vectors of Rn partially ordered as follows:
cd means cidi , c<d means ci<di , i=1, ..., n.
Inequalities between vector-valued functions are interpreted accordingly; in
particular, inf u>0 means inf ui (t)>0 for i=1, ..., n. For any real-valued func-
tion , we define
,&(t)=min(,(t), 0), ,+(t)=max(,(t), 0). (1)
If a condition involving i, j or t is stated without further explanation, it holds
for i, j=1, ..., n and for t>t0 . To simplify the statement, it is assumed in
Theorem 1 that
bii>0, i=1, 2, ..., n.
The extent to which this hypothesis can be weakened will be clear from the
lemmas.
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1. Objectives
This paper is influenced more by an unpublished manuscript of Ahmad
and Lazer [4] than by the published literature. The initial objective was
merely to extend the A-L results to equations in which bij0 is no longer
assumed. However it was soon seen that the proofs in [4] depend on a
lemma that is true for continuous functions but not for the class of discon-
tinuous functions for which it is needed. In the course of supplying new
proofs, it was found that some of the results are correct as stated, while
some require modification.
Under the hypothesis ai (t)>0, bii (t)>0, bij (t)0 for t # R, Ahmad and
Lazer introduce the inequalities
di=sup
t
ai (t)
bii (t)
<, inf
t
ai (t)& j{i bij (t) dj
bii (t)
>0.
These form the starting-point of the present investigation. If the inf is
denoted by d i , the inequalities become
aibiidi , ai& :
j{i
bijdjbiid i . (2)
We will replace (2) the following, which reduces to (2) when bij0:
bii d i+ :
j{i
b+ij djaibiidi+ :
j{i
b&ij dj . (a)
If the left member of (a) is subtracted from the right, the result is a condi-
tion of row diagonal dominance,
bii di& :
j{i
|bij | djbiid i .
This shows that |bij |bii is bounded if bii>0, a fact needed later. More
important for our purposes is a condition of column diagonal dominance,
cj bjj& :
i{j
ci |bij |cj $(t)0, (b)
where $(t) is continuous. Finally, we define #(t)=mini bii (t) as in [4] and
introduce the three conditions
|

t0
#(s) ds=, |
t0
&
$(s) ds=, |

t0
$(s) ds=. (cde)
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Theorem 1. Let E and (abcde) be as described above, and suppose bii>0.
(i) If (a) holds and d u(t0)d, then u exists for t>t0 and satisfies
d u(t)d.
(ii) If (a) holds on R, there exists a solution u* of E on R satisfying
d u*d.
(iii) If (ac) hold then u exists for t>t0 and 0<inf u(t)sup u(t)<.
(iv) If (ac) hold and E has a solution u* such that limt   u*(t)=q
exists, then every solution satisfies limt   u(t)=q.
(v) If (abd) hold on R, then u* in (i) is the only solution on R that
is bounded away from 0 and .
(vi) If (abce) hold then limt   |u (t)&u(t)|=0 holds for every pair of
solutions u, u .
(vii) If (ab) hold on R and a and B are periodic with the same period,
then E has one and only one periodic solution u*.
(viii) If (ab) hold on R with $ constant and a and B are almost periodic,
then E has one and only one almost periodic solution u*.
(ix) If B is constant, (i)(viii) remain true under the hypothesis (a)
alone.
Note that (i)(iv) do not involve (b) and (v)(viii) do. Before turning to
the proof we make some comments.
Remark 1. If d =d then (a) implies bij=0 for i{ j and the conclusion
(i) implies u=d. Since u=d is actually a solution, the result remains valid
even in this extreme case.
Remark 2. The multipliers di can be introduced by a change of scale,
thus reducing the general case to the case di=1. Let u denote a solution
of E, and define v by ui (t)=di vi (t). Then v satisfies the same equation with
(bij) replaced by (bijdj), namely
v* i=vi(ai (t)&: bij(t) dj vj).
Remark 3. The solutions of E are called weakly permanent if they all
have the property described in (iii), and permanent if there are positive con-
stants :, ;, independent of the initial conditions, such that every solution
satisfies
:lim inf
t  
u(t)lim sup
t  
u(t);.
Thus (iii) asserts that the solutions are weakly permanent and (iv) and (vi)
that they are permanent.
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Remark 4. Under the hypothesis (2) with ai>0, bij0, bii>0, Ahmad
and Lazer assert the existence of a solution u* bounded away from 0 and
 on R. Theorem 1 (ii) shows that this important part of their theorem is
correct.
Remark 5. For (v)(viii) Ahmad and Lazer use conditions like (de)
with # instead of $, and this leads to one of the most subtle and interesting
questions about LotkaVolterra systems that has turned up in quite a
while. The crucial assertion is (vi). According to (iv), the hypothesis (ac)
implies (vi) if some solution has a limit, and by (ix), the same holds if the
coefficients are constant. But the question whether (ac) always implies (vi)
has been open for several years. We will show that the answer is negative
even when bij0, so introduction of (b) as a separate hypothesis is really
necessary. The proofs of this and of (iv) are given in Part II.
2. Estimates Involving Initial Conditions
We will prove the following:
Lemma l. Suppose there is a vector d>0 such that a<# where
#i=bii di+ :
j{i
b&ij dj .
Then u(t0)<d O u(t)<d. If #>0 the same holds with each of the three
inequalities < replaced by .
Proof. Suppose the inequality u(t)<d fails. Then there is a smallest
value t=t*>t0 and an index i such that ui=di and ujdj at t=t*. Since
u* i (t*)0, Equation E at t* gives
aibiiui+ :
j{i
bijujbiiui+ :
j{i
b&ij ujbiidi+ :
j{i
b&ij dj ,
which is a contradiction. To deal with weak inequality when #>0, replace
d by %d, where %>1. The theorem with < gives u<%d, and the conclusion
follows when %  1.
The same conclusion, with the same proof, holds if d=d(t) is a positive
function satisfying d4 0. The point is worth mentioning, because it brings
the subject into contact with the theory of quasimonotone operators.
Indeed, if d4 0 then the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and E give respectively
d4 i
di
>ai&bii di& :
j{i
b&ij dj ,
u* i
ui
ai&biiui& :
j{i
b&ij uj .
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Thus the introduction of ,+ and ,& for suitable functions , has converted
the nonmonotone equation E into an inequality of quasimonotone struc-
ture. A similar extension can be given for other results involving multi-
pliers. In particular, the following Lemma 2 holds if d =d (t) is decreasing
and d=d(t) increasing, both being positive and differentiable:
Lemma 2. Suppose ujdj and that d is a positive vector satisfying
d <d, biid i+ :
j{i
b+ij dj<ai .
Then d <u(t0) O d <u(t). If bii>0, the same holds with < replaced by  in
each of its four occurrences.
Proof. If the inequality u(t)>d fails, there is a value t*>t0 and an
index i such that ui=d i and u* i0 at t*. Since ujdj , this gives a con-
tradiction. The case  is dealt with by applying the case < with d replaced
by %d and letting %  1&.
Proof of (i). If (a) holds and bii>0, Lemmas 1 and 2 both apply in the
 form. This gives Theorem 1 (i).
Proof of (ii). Let I1 denote the interval |t|1 and let m>1 be an
integer. We denote by u=vm the solution of E satisfying
vm(&m)= 12 (d +d ).
Theorem 1 (i) gives d vm(t)d on I1 . These uniform bounds for vm give
a uniform bound for v* m on I1 , since the coefficients in E are continuous.
Hence the family [vm] is uniformly equicontinuous, so there is a sub-
sequence [vm, 1] that converges to a solution of E on the interior of I1 .
More generally, let Ij denote the interval |t| j where j is any positive
integer. The argument used above shows that [vm, 1] has a subsequence
[vm, 2] that converges to a solution on the interior of I2 . From this we can
select a subsequence [vm, 3] that converges on the interior of I3 , and so on.
The diagonal sequence [vm, m] converges on the interior of Ij for every j
and yields the solution u*.
3. Behavior in the Remote Future
A real-valued function m(t) defined on an open interval I is called
Lipschitzian if, for each finite closed subinterval J/I there is a constant
k=k(J) such that
|m(t1)&m(t2)|k |t1&t2|, t1 , t2 # J.
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We do not require a uniform constant k on I. For example, the solutions
of E are Lipschitzian, since the coefficients are continuous. A Lipschitzian
function m is locally absolutely continuous, so m* exists almost everywhere
and m is the integral of its derivative.
Lemma 3. Let %>0, T>t0 and let g be a continuous function satisfying
g(t)0, |

T
g(t) dt=.
Suppose m is a Lipschitzian function such that m* (t) g(t) m(t)(%&m(t)) at
all points t>T where m* (t) exists and m(t)>%. Then lim supt   m(t)%.
Proof. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. If m(t1)% at some t1>T, then m(t)% for all tt1 .
Otherwise m(t3)=% >% at some value t3>t1 . We take t3 to be the first
point beyond t1 where m(t)=% . Starting at t3 , we diminish t until we first
reach a value t2 at which m(t2)=%. Then %<m(t)<% on (t2 , t3), so
m* gm(%&m) holds at all points of this interval in which m* exists. At any
such point m* 0, so integration gives m(t3)m(t2), a contradiction.
Case 2. If m(t)>% for all t>T, then m* gm(%&m) holds at every
point where m* exists. We linearize by setting y=1m. The result is
%y(t)1+c0 e&%
t
T g(s) ds,
where c0 is a constant whose value need not concern us. This gives
lim
t  
%y(t)1, hence lim
t  
m(t)%.
Lemma 4. Let m(t)=maxi mi (t) where each mi (t) is differentiable on an
open interval I. Then at any point of I where m* exists there is an index
i=i(t) such that m(t)=mi (t) and m* (t)=m* i (t).
Proof. Let t>t0 be a point where m* (t) exists, and let m(t)=mp(t).
Then for any h>0 there is an index j= j(h) such that
m(t+h)&m(t)=mj (t+h)&mp(t).
As h  0 through a null sequence [h], some index j(h) must repeat infinitely
often. We denote this index by i. Continuity gives mp(t)=mi (t), so
m(t+h)&m(t)
h
=
mi (t+h)&mi (t)
h
on the null sequence [h]. Hence m* (t)=m* i (t).
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Lemma 5. Suppose there exists a positive vector d such that
dibii+ :
j{i
b&ij dj=#i , (3)
where the function #(t)=mini #i (t) satisfies
#(t)>0, |

t0
#(t) dt=.
Suppose also that lim supt   ai (t)#i (t)1. Then lim supt   u(t)d.
Proof. Since each ui is Lipschitzian, the function
m(t)=max
i
ui (t)
di
is also. Let t>t0 be a point where m* (t) exists. Using the index i given by
Lemma 4, and suppressing the variable t for brevity, we have at t
m* =m* i=m \ai&bii dim& :j{i bijuj+ .
If we change bij to b&ij , this changes the second = to . The fact that
ujdj m then yields
m* m \ai&bii di m& :j{i b
&
ij dj m+=m(ai&#im).
Given %>1, let T be such that ai (t)%#i (t) for tT. Then
m* #im(%&m)
at all points t>T where m* exists. If m% (but only then) we get
m* #m(%&m) where #(t)=min
i
#i (t), tT.
Divergence of the integral in Lemma 5 implies lim supt   m(t)% by
Lemma 3. The conclusion follows when %  1.
The following remark illustrates the added simplicity that is to be
expected when bij0, as in [4]. Note also that (4) is much weaker than
the corresponding hypothesis in Lemma 5:
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Remark 6. Suppose bij0, bii>0 and lim supt   ai (t)bii (t)di .
Suppose further that
|

t0
bii (t) dt=. (4)
Then lim supt   u(t)d. This follows from the fact that, if %>1, then for
large t
u* iui (ai&biiui)bii ui (%di&ui).
Lemma 6. Suppose that bii0, lim supt   u(t)d, and that there is a
positive constant \ such that
lim inf
t  
ai (t)
\bii (t)+j{i b+ij dj
>1. (5)
Then lim inft   u(t)>0. If bii>0 and bij bii is bounded above, the same
strict inequality in the conclusion follows when > in (5) is replaced by .
Proof. We prove the first statement and reduce the second to it.
Case 1. Given (5), choose %>1 but so close to 1 that the following
holds for some T:
ai%\bii+% :
j{i
b+ij dj , tT.
By increasing T we can suppose also that ui%di for tT. Hence tT
implies
u* iui \ai&bii ui& :j{i b
+
ij uj+bii ui (%\&ui).
If ui\ this makes u* i0, so uimin(ui (T ), \), tT.
Case 2. If equality holds in (5) with bii>0 and bij bii bounded above,
choose a constant + such that
:
j{i
b+ij dj+bii
and let 0<\ <\. Then
lim inf
t  
ai (t)
\ bii (t)+j{i b+ij dj

\++
\ ++
>1,
which reduces to Case 1.
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Proof of (iii). Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 (iii) we have
bii d i+ :
j{i
b+ij djaidibii+ :
j{i
b&ij dj=#i
with #i as in Lemma 5. Clearly #ibiid i and ai#i1. Since the bii admit
a common minorant with divergent integral the same is true of the #i , so
Lemma 5 gives lim supt   u(t)d. Half of Theorem 1 (iii) follows as a
special case. In Section 1 we mentioned that bij bii is bounded above when
(a) holds. Hence Lemma 6 applies with  and gives the other half.
4. Comparison of Two Solutions
In Section 3 we used the fact that certain functions are Lipschitzian to
deal with differential inequalities that do not hold everywhere. A different
approach, not depending on the theory of absolute continuity and
Lebesgue integration, is given next. The alternative approach was used
without proof in an earlier version of this paper and is now justified in
response to a request by the Referee:
Lemma 7. Let m(t)=maxi mi (t) where each mi (t) is differentiable on an
open interval I except in a countable subset. Then m(t) is also differentiable
on I except in a countable subset.
In our application each mi will be differentiable throughout I. Lemma 7
is stated in a stronger form than needed so we can use induction.
Proof. Taking i # [1, 2], let m=max(m1 , m2) and let S denote the
countable subset in which m* 1 and m* 2 do not both exist. If m* (t1) fails to
exist at some point t1 # I, then we must have either t1 # S or all three of the
conditions
t1 # I&S, m1(t1)=m2(t1), m* 1(t1){m* 2(t1).
These show that m1(t){m2(t) holds in a deleted neighborhood of t1 , so
the points t1 of this second type are isolated. Therefore the set of all such
points is countable, and its union with S is also countable. Lemma 7
follows by induction.
Given a vector c>0, we define a corresponding norm by
|x| c=c1 |x1|+c2 |x2|+ } } } +cn |xn|, x # Rn. (6)
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Lemma 8. Let u, v be two solutions of E satisfying _ u, v_ for
positive constants _ , _. Suppose there is a vector c>0 such that
cj bjj& :
i{j
ci |bij|cj $(t)0 (b)
where $(t) is continuous. Then
_ |u(t)&v(t)|c_ |u(t0)&v(t0)| c e&_ 
t
t0
$(s) ds, tt0 .
Proof. We use the function
Vc(t)= :
n
i=1
ci |log ui (t)&log vi (t)|,
which was introduced by Gopalsamy [8, 9] with ci=1; the extension to
general c requires no new ideas. On any interval where sgn(ui&vi) is
constant
V4 c=:
i
ci \u* iui&
v* i
vi+ sgn(ui&vi)
=:
i \&cibii |ui&vi|& :j{i cibij (uj&vj) sgn(ui&vi)+
:
i \&cibii |ui&vi|+ :j{i |cibij| |uj&vj|+ .
With !i=|ui&vi|, the result for n=3 is
V4 c &c1b11!1+c1 |b12| !2+c1 |b13| !3
+c2 |b21| !1&c2b22!2+c2 |b23| !3
+c3 |b31| !1+c3 |b32| !2&c3b33!3 .
Grouping terms by columns and using (b), we get
V4 c&$ |u&v| c .
Clearly the result holds for arbitrary n. We refer to it as Gopalsamy’s
inequality, since the case ci=1 is due to him and the general case requires
only trivial modification. By Lemma 7 Gopalsamy’s inequality fails at most
on a countable set, so it can be treated as if it holds everywhere [25]; for
an expository account of this and related topics see [16].
By the mean value theorem, :, ;>0 implies
! |log :&log ;|=|:&;|
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where ! is between : and ;. With :=ui and ;=vi this gives
_ Vc|u&v| c_Vc , (7)
so Gopalsamy’s inequality leads to
V4 c &$ |u&v| c&_ $Vc .
This gives an estimate for Vc that yields Lemma 8 by way of (7). It is only
in this last step that we use the hypothesis $0. With _ $ replaced by
min(_$, _ $), we could allow $ to change sign.
Proof of (v). Let u and v be any solutions of E for t0 that are
bounded away from 0 and . Then (bd) implies u=v. This follows from
Lemma 8 when we fix t and let t0  &. Theorem 1 (v) is an immediate
consequence.
Remark 7. If (abd) hold, the technique used to prove (v) gives an alter-
native approach to (ii) by Cauchy sequences. Let u=um be the solution
satisfying u(&m)=(c+d )2 for any positive integer m. Theorem 1 (i) gives
a condition of the form _ u_ for t&m where the bounds _ , _ are
independent of m. If (bd) hold, Lemma 7 together with (bd) shows that the
family of solutions so obtained is a Cauchy sequence on any fixed interval
(t1 , t2) with respect to the norm | } | c , hence also with respect to the
Euclidean norm. Therefore the family has a convergent subsequence. Since
E is uniformly Lipschitzian on this interval, the limiting function is a solu-
tion. The uniqueness established in (v) allows us to expand the interval and
get a solution for all t.
Proof of (vi). Suppose u and v are solutions of E for t>t0 that are
bounded away from 0 and . Then (be) implies limt   (u(t)&v(t))=0.
This follows from Lemma 8 with t0 fixed and t  . If (ac) hold the condi-
tion of boundedness follows from (iii). Since Theorem 1 (vi) assumes
(abce), this completes the proof.
Proof of (vii). In the periodic case $ has a positive lower bound, hence
can be replaced by a constant. Thus (b) implies (de). If a and B have
period {, the function u*(t+{) in (ii) satisfies the same equation as u*(t).
Hence u*(t+{)=u*(t) by (v). Note that { need not be the smallest period
of u*; in fact, u* could be constant.
Extending Lemma 8, we now consider two systems
E:
u* i
ui
=ai (t)& :
n
j=1
bij (t) uj , E :
v* i
vi
=a~ i (t)& :
n
j=1
b ij (t) vj
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with continuous coefficients satisfying
bii (t)+ :
j{i
b&ij (t)0, b ii (t)+ :
j{i
b &ij (t)0.
Corresponding to the norm (6) we introduce a matrix norm for matrices
h=(hij) # Rn_n, namely
|h| c=max
j
(c1 |h1j|+c2 |h2j|+ } } } +cn |hnj| ). (8)
Lemma 9. Let u, v satisfy E, E respectively and suppose _ u, v_ for
positive constants _ , _. Let c and $(t) be as in Lemma 8. Then
_ |u(t)&v(t)| c_ |u(t0)&v(t0)| c e&_ 2(t)+__ ’ (t),
where ’(t)=|a(t)&a~ (t)| c+|b(t)&b (t)| c sup v and
2(t)=|
t
t0
$(r) dr, ’ (t)=e&_ 2(t) |
t
t0
e_ 2(s)’(s) ds.
Proof. Set a~ i=ai+hi , b ij=bij+hij and repeat the argument leading to
Lemma 8. At the first step we get
u* i
ui
&
v* i
vi
=(old value)&\hi+:j hij vj+ sgn(ui&vi),
where the ‘‘old value’’ is the one in the proof of Lemma 8. The error due
to the extra terms hi and hij leads to
V4 c&|u&v| c $+’&_ $Vc+’.
This gives an estimate for Vc that yields Lemma 9 by way of (7).
Proof of (viii). Let =>0, and let { be a translation number belonging
to = for all of the functions ai and bij . (That a relatively dense set of such
translation numbers exists was proved by Harald Bohr, as a lemma for
showing that a finite sum of almost periodic functions is almost periodic.
See [7, 33].) We will apply Lemma 9 with u=u*, where u* is the solution
on R given by Theorem 1(i), and with v(t)=u*(t+{). Clearly v satisfies an
equation like E with coefficients
ai (t+{), bij (t+{).
Also v is bounded on R since u* is. Hence
’(t)=(1+sup u*) :
n
i=1
ci .
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If we choose t fixed and let t0  & the result is
|u(t+{)&u(t)|=|v(t)&u(t)|(const) =.
Hence { is a translation number for u* belonging to }= for some con-
stant }. Uniqueness follows from (v).
The first introduction of almost periodic functions into the theory of
differential equations may be due to Muckenhoupt; see [14, 33]. An early
reference for systems of the type considered here is Amerio [6].
If ’}$ where } is a positive constant, _ ’ }, so Lemma 9 implies
_ |u(t)&v(t)| c_}+_ |u(t0)&v(t0)| c e&_ 
t
t0
$(s) ds.
This leads to the following assertions of global asymptotic stability:
Remark 8. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 9, suppose that ’}$
where } is a positive constant. Then
_ |u(t)&v(t)| c_}+_ |u(t0)&v(t0)| c , tt0 .
If in addition (e) holds, then
_ lim sup
t  
|u(t)&v(t)| c_ lim sup
t  
’(t)
$(t)
,
and hence ’=o($) implies limt   |u(t)&v(t)|=0.
5. Row and Column Dominance
This section reviews some known algebraic results on constant real
matrices B=(bij) # Rn_n. Some of the proofs seem to me simpler than those
given hitherto; see [10, 11, 13, 15]. Nevertheless the discussion should be
regarded as expository.
The matrix B is called column diagonally dominant or row diagonally
dominant if
bjj& :
i{j
|bij|>0 or bii& :
j{i
|bij|>0 (9)
respectively. By a multiplier we mean a diagonal matrix with positive
diagonal elements. The conditions (9) are far from being equivalent, but, as
is well known, corresponding conditions with multipliers are equivalent.
This matter is discussed here because of its general relevance to the subject
of this paper and its particular relevance to Theorem 1 (ix).
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The positive vectors c, d introduced above are correlated with the
multipliers
C=diag ci , D=diag di .
We denote by Mc the class of matrices B=(bij) such that CB is column
diagonally dominant for some multiplier C, and by Mr the class of matrices
B such that BD is row diagonally dominant for some multiplier D. For CB
and BD the inequalities (9) change respectively to
cj bjj& :
i{j
|cibij|>0, bii di& :
j{i
|bij dj|>0.
The associated matrix B is defined as usual by
b ii=bii , b ij=&|bij|, j{i.
Clearly B is diagonally dominant in either sense (row or column) if and
only if B is diagonally dominant in the same sense.
Lemma 10. Mr=Mc , and B belongs to either of these classes if and only
if (i) the diagonal elements of B are all positive, (ii) the matrix B is inver-
tible, and (iii) the elements of B &1 are nonnegative.
Since (iii) can be checked with ease, Lemma 10 gives a practical decision
procedure.
Proof. The necessity of (i) is obvious from the definitions. For (ii) and
(iii) we will use the matrix norm
|B|=max
i
( |bi1|+|bi2|+ } } } +|bin| ).
If A=(aij) and B=(bij) are real square matrices of the same size, then
|A+B||A|+|B|, |AB||A| |B|.
The first of these inequalities is evident and the second follows from
max
i
:
j }:m aimbmj }maxi :m |aim| :j |bmj|maxi :m |aim| |B|.
Let B # Mr . We find a multiplier D such that B D is row diagonally domi-
nant, and then a multiplier C such that CB D has all diagonal elements 1.
The left-hand factors ci divide out of the inequalities that describe the row
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diagonal dominance of B D, so CB D is still row diagonally dominant.
Hence
CB D=I&P
where |P|<1 and P has nonnegative elements. Therefore
(CB D)&1=I+P+P2+ } } }
has nonnegative elements and, solving for B &1, we see that B &1 exists and
has the same property.
Conversely, if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, we can pick any positive vector y
and solve B x= y for x. The solution x=B &1y has nonnegative elements.
In fact they are positive, since xi=0 implies that B &1 has only zeros in its
ith row. If D=diag xi then BD is row diagonally dominant, so the condi-
tions (i), (ii), (iii) together imply B # Mr . The fact that Mc=Mr now
follows from
B # Mr  BT # Mc
and from the fact that (i), (ii), (iii) hold for BT if they hold for B.
Proof of (ix). If B is constant, (c) follows from bii>0. Also (a) implies
di bii& :
j{i
|bij| dj=1dibii
where =1 is a positive constant. If we set b ii=(1&=1) bii and b ij=bij for
j{i, then B # Mr . Lemma 10 gives B # Mc , so there are positive constants
ci such that
cj b jj& :
i{j
|cib ij|>0, j=1, ..., n.
It follows that
cj bjj& :
i{j
|cibij|>=cj bjj
for a positive constant =, so (bde) hold. This gives (ix) and completes the
proof of Theorem 1.
The reason for assuming B constant in Theorem 1 (ix) is to ensure that
the multipliers ci given by Lemma 10 are also constant. Correcting an
earlier version of this paper, it was pointed out to me by Professor Lazer
(private communication) that constancy of di does not ensure constancy of
ci when B depends on t, so (b) must be added as a separate hypothesis.
This matter is discussed next.
The fact that B depends continuously on t has nothing to do with the
subject, so we assume a set of matrices [B:], where : ranges over an index
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set I. The letters C, D, K denote positive diagonal matrices which are inde-
pendent of : unless provided with : as a subscript. A Volterra multiplier is
a positive diagonal matrix K=diag ki such that, in the sense of quadratic
forms, KB>0. This means
:
i, j
kibij !i!j>0, !{0, ! # Rn.
The class of all matrices admitting a Volterra multiplier is denoted by Mv .
In the following examples I=[1, 2].
Example 1. Here are two matrices that are both row diagonally
dominant, yet CB1 and CB2 are not both column diagonally dominant for
any C:
B1=\2 13 4+ , B2=\
4 3
1 2+ .
Example 2. Here are two matrices that satisfy B1>0, B2>0, yet CB1
and CB2 are not both column diagonally dominant for any C, nor are B1 D
and B2D both row diagonally dominant for any D:
B1=\4 16 4+ , B2=\
4 6
1 4+ .
Example 3. Here are two matrices that are both row diagonally
dominant, yet if = is sufficiently small they admit no common Volterra
multiplier K:
B1=\1+=2
1
2+=+ , B2=\
2+=
1
2
1+=+ , =>0.
In view of the following remark, Example 3 cannot be sharpened to
allow both a row and a column multiplier:
Remark 9. Let [B:], : # I be a set of matrices admitting multipliers C:
and D: such that C: B: is column diagonally dominant and B:D: is row
diagonally dominant for : # I. Suppose further that these multipliers can be
so normalized that K=(D:)&1C: is independent of :. Then K is a common
Volterra multiplier for all the matrices B: .
Proof. For simplicity we write B=B: , C=C: , D=D: . If B is
diagonally dominant, Bx=0 implies x=0. This shows that det B{0. In
fact, det B>0, as seen by consideration of
det(B+tI ), 0t<.
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The same applies to each principal subdeterminant, and the Hurwitz
criterion now gives B>0 when B is symmetric.
For the general case, let C, D be multipliers such that BD and CB are
respectively row and column diagonally dominant. Then CBD is both row
and diagonally dominant, so the same holds for the symmetric matrix
S=CDB+(CDB)T.
By what we have already proved, the quadratic form associated with S is
positive definite; hence that associated with CBD is also. If x # Rn and
y=Dx, the equation
xTCBDx=(Dx)TD&1CB(Dx)= yT(D&1C) By
holds because D=DT. This shows that K=D&1C is a Volterra multiplier
and completes the proof.
When used together with Lemma 10, Remark 9 implies the familiar fact
[13] that the class Mr=Mc is contained in Mv . The inclusion is strict,
since I+S # Mv where S is any skew-symmetric matrix. Actually there are
a great many conditions that ensure B # Mv , none of which imply B # Mr .
See [17, 23].
6. Volterra’s Methods Revisited
We will now compare some of the foregoing results with others based on
conditions of Volterra type. The comparison gains interest from the fact
that Volterra’s class Mv is much larger than the class Mr=Mc associated
with diagonal dominance.
The correlation with quadratic forms goes more smoothly with the
Euclidean norm
&x&=(x21+x
2
2+ } } } +x
2
n)
12
than with the norms used above. Our first result uses Volterra’s Liapunov
function
L=c1u1+c2u2+ } } } +cnun
where the ci are positive constants. A set S/Rn is called invariant relatively
to E if u(t0) # S O u(t) # S, tt0. Our immediate goal is to prove invariance
of the set of positive vectors u # Rn for which L: or L;, where : and
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; are positive constants. With the same c as in the definition of L we will
need one or the other of the two conditions
*+(t) &c& &u&2 
n
i, j=1
cibi (t) uiuj+(t) &c& &w&2. (fg)
It is assumed that *+(t) and +(t) are positive functions and that u
satisfies E. The notation *+ emphasizes the fact that the inequalites are
needed only for u>0.
Lemma 11. (i) Let L be defined as above, where u satisfies E.
(i) For tt0 suppose (f ) holds and that sup a(t)*+(t)<. Then the
set defined by L; is invariant for all sufficiently large constants ;.
(ii) For tt0 suppose (g) holds and that inf a(t)+(t)>0. Then the set
defined by L: is invariant for all sufficiently small constants >0.
Proof of (i). Note that
L4 = :
n
i=1
ciuiai (t)& :
n
i, j=1
cibij (t) uiuj&c& &u& (a+(t)&*+(t) &u&)
where a+(t)=maxi a+i (t). Also L=; O &c& &u&;, which gives L4 <0 if
;>&c& sup
a+(t)
*+(t)
.
Thus L=; O L4 <0. Hence L(t0); O L(t)<; for t>t0 .
Proof of (ii). If L=: then ci ui:, so &c& &u&2c0:2 where c0 is a
positive constant whose value need not concern us. By (g) the equation
L=: implies
L4 (min
i
ai) :&c0 +:2.
Dividing by + and using the hypothesis (ii) we see that this is positive if :
is sufficiently small. Thus L=: O L4 >0. The invariance follows from this.
Another Liapunov-type function that has been used in connection with
autonomous systems is easily extended to the general case. Here too, the
basic idea goes back to Volterra. We replace both inequalities (fg) by a
corresponding inequality
:
n
i, j=1
cibij (t) wi wj*(t) &c& &w&2 (h)
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in which *(t) is positive but wi can be negative. Hence in general *+>*.
Since (h) ensures that B(t) is nonsingular, we can define functions qi (t) by
:
n
j=1
bij (t) qj (t)=ai (t). (10)
We now make the standard substitutions
ui (t)=qievi (t), wi (t)=ui (t)&qi=qi (evi (t)&1)
where the qi are positive constants, and we introduce the standard
Liapunov function
W(t)= :
n
i=1
ciqi (evi (t)&vi (t)&1)
with ci>0. Since W4 = ciwiv* i and u* i=uiv* i , a short calculation gives
W4 = :
n
i, j=1
ci wi bij (t)(qj (t)&qj)& :
n
i, j=1
aibij (t) wi wj .
Hence
W4 :
i
ci}i (t) wi&*(t) &a& &w&2 (11)
where
}i (t)= :
n
j=1
bij (t)(qj (t)&qj). (12)
The size of }i (t) depends on how closely qj (t) can be approximated by con-
stants qj . With }(t)=maxi |}i (t)|, Eqs. (12) give
W4 &a& &w& (}(t)&*(t) &w&).
If &v& is large then &w& is large or some wi is close to qi . These results lead
to:
Lemma 12. Let u satisfy E where (h) holds. With }(t)=maxi |}i (t)|,
suppose sup |}(t)|*(t)<min j qj . Then the set in which W(t); is invariant
for large ;.
The sets L;, L: and W; in Lemmas 11 and 12 are convex, so
consideration of the Poincare map yields:
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Theorem 2. Suppose a(t) and B(t) both have period T>0 and that one
of the following holds:
(i) a(t)>0 and *+(t)>0 for 0tT, or
(ii) *(t)>0 and }(t)*(t)<mini qi for 0tT.
Then E has a nonzero periodic solution.
7. Supplementary Remarks
As explained in [17, 20, 22, 23], a constant matrix B belongs to the
Volterra class A0 if there is a multiplier C such that, in the sense of
quadratic forms, CB0. (Thus A0=Mv .) It belongs to the class A if
B # A0 whenever B is obtained from B by a sufficiently small perturbation
of its nonzero elements. The condition B # A implies bii0 but not bii>0.
Associated with B is the reduced graph R(B), which can be of type x, 
or M. Details are given in [20, 22]. Suffice it to say here that R(B) is
uniquely determined by B and can be found by a systematic procedure
involving little calculation.
Remark 10. Let limt   a(t)=a and limt   B(t)=B where B # A and
R(B) is of type M. Suppose further that Bq=a has a solution q>0. Then
every solution of E satisfies limt   u(t)=q.
Proof. By [20] every solution of the limiting autonomous system tends
to q, so the statement follows from the classical theorems of Markus [12].
Remark 10 extends to broad classes of equations in which lim B(t)=B
is not in the class A, provided the limiting equation forms a chain in the
sense [18]. If R(B) is of Type  , then every solution of the autonomous
equation has a limit, but the limit depends on the initial condition. The
problem of extending Remark 10 to that case is left open, though recent
results of Thieme [26, 27, 28] suggest that a suitable extension exists if the
passage to the limit is not too slow.
Next let us consider E with t0=0 under the hypothesis that a=a(t) but
that B is independent of t. This is the case, for example, in Theorem 1 (ix).
Assuming existence of the relevant limits, let
a = lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
a(t) dt, u = lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
u(t) dt, c= lim
t  
log u(t)
t
,
where log u=(log u1 , log u2 , ..., log un). Integrating u* i ui yields
c=a &Bu . (13)
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The following properties are probably well known and in any case are
easily verified:
Remark 11. Existence of c and a implies ciu i=0; if u is weakly perma-
nent then c=0; and if B is nonsingular then existence of any two of a , u , c
implies existence of all three.
Assuming u weakly permanent, suppose a exists. Then u exists by
Remark 11, and the equation Bu =a from (13) gives a positive stationary
point q=u for the autonomous system obtained when a(t) is replaced
by a . If we use this for q in Lemma 12, the two equations
Bq=a , Bq(t)=a(t)
yield }(t)=a(t)&a . Hence the main hypothesis of Lemma 12 reduces to
|ai (t)&a i |<*qj , i, j=1, 2, ..., n,
where q=B&1a . Thus the conclusion holds if a(t) is sufficiently well
approximated by its mean value a . This applies in particular to Theorem 2,
since a exists automatically when a is periodic.
In general one would not expect Equation E with variable coefficients to
have a stationary solution u=q>0. However there is an interesting situa-
tion in which this always happens:
Remark 12. If u and v both satisfy E, the ratios wi=vi ui satisfy
w* i
wi
=a i& :
n
j=1
bij ujwj where a i= :
n
j=1
bij uj .
Hence wi are members of a LotkaVolterra population with stationary
point wi=1 and coupling matrix (bijuj). We omit the trivial proof.
In conclusion, we explain why it was not possible just to revise the A-L
proofs to allow bij<0. On a given interval let
m(t)=max
i
|ui (t)&vi (t)|
and let I(t) be the set of indices p # [1, ..., n] for which
m(t)=|up(t)&wp(t)|.
The main results [4] depend on the novel and ingenious Liapunov
function
,(t)= max
p # I(t)
|log up(t)&log vp(t)|.
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Ahmad and Lazar prove that the upper right Dini derivate satisfies
D+,(t)=lim sup
h  0+
,(t+h)&,(t)
h
&$(t) m(t).
From this they draw a conclusion that in the case $(t)0 would imply
that , is nonincreasing. However, their proof assumes that , is continuous,
which is rarely the case. To be sure, the Zygmund conditions [16] allow
discontinuities in theorems of this kind, but instead of these conditions ,
satisfies
,(t)lim sup
h  0
,(t+h). (14)
This is insufficient. For example ,(t)=[t]&t satisfies (14) and D+,=&1,
yet is not monotone.
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